Lesson 1: To punctuate sentences using full stops, capital letters, exclamation marks and question marks

(1) what are you going to do today, kylie

(2) what an amazing goal

(3) i am going to go home if i finish my schoolwork on time

(4) i hate it

(5) when are you going to go shopping in birmingham

(6) i live in smethwick, in a house just off brasshouse lane

(7) stop that now

(8) who has left this mess on the table in my classroom

(9) do you attend galton valley primary school

(10) london is the capital city of england, in the united kingdom

(11) dr hussain works at city hospital on dudley road

(12) help help me i’m drowning

(13) our head teacher is called mrs cole

(14) my name is carly smith and i support liverpool f.c.

(15) why is this the final sentence on the page
Lesson 1: HOMEWORK: To punctuate sentences using full stops, capital letters, exclamation marks and question marks

(1) who was the first person to land on the moon

(2) i hope the christmas holidays come soon

(3) stop hitting me

(3) i live just off smethwick high street, in the west midlands

(4) my g.p. is called dr. singh

(5) is it going to be august soon

(6) does david cameron work for queen elizabeth

(7) stop it watch what you’re doing

(8) don’t shout at me

(9) where is the bull ring is it in birmingham or wolverhampton

(10) my grandma watson lived in scotland until she was 80

(11) my auntie eleanor worked for a paint company in glasgow

(12) what are you doing

(13) when can i take your dog, bailey, for a walk

(14) why can’t i speak to mr parvin today

(15) i like it when i can listen to songs by take that
Lesson 2: To punctuate paragraphs using full stops, capital letters, exclamation marks and question marks

(1) yesterday was the first day of the school holidays my family and i travelled to portsmouth in the south of england we went there with my aunty jill my uncle albert and my two cousins we stayed in a guest house next to the sea on most days we sailed along the coast although it was busy with other boats it was fantastic would you like to go

(2) during july, my cousin and i went to drayton manor i loved it one of my favourite rides was called the apocalypse my cousin’s favourite ride was called stormforce 10 have you ever been there which ride is your favourite

(3) harry spencer lived in the tiny english village of hampton he was a famous detective who ran the spencer detective agency on river road he had many local clients have you heard of derek gallagher harry followed him, to make sure that he was going to work every day do you know where he was going instead he was going fishing what a naughty man
Lesson 2: HOMEWORK: To punctuate paragraphs using full stops, capital letters, exclamation marks and question marks

(1) scotland is one of the most beautiful countries in the world have you ever been there i love it the main cities of glasgow and edinburgh are great some of the views of the countryside are stunning

(2) the last time i went into birmingham, it rained all day i forgot my umbrella, so i got soaked have you ever done that what an idiot next time i'll remember it

(3) i felt ill so i had to go and see dr patel he works at the health centre i showed him my tummy and he said that he'd give me some medicine it tasted disgusting have you ever had to take medicine before
Lesson 3: To punctuate paragraphs using full stops, capital letters, exclamation marks and question marks

the book i have just read is called 'joey, the magic goblin' it is all about a naughty, little goblin who is lonely he runs away to the enchanted forest, where he comes across lucy, an ugly girl she is lost and far away from home

joey decides to use his magic powers to help lucy get back home however, a wicked witch appears her name is cackle she steals joey's magic powers, so lucy and joey burst into tears, but they are determined to get lucy back home

after days and days, they walked miles and miles, past hundreds of places, like the tower of london and warwick castle their feet were incredibly sore eventually, they reached the mountain where lucy lived guess what her father, who was a kind wizard called charlie james, appeared in a puff of smoke

since he was so wise, charlie realised immediately that someone had cast evil spells on them both using his magic wand, he undid the spell on lucy, so she was pretty again, and he undid the spell on joey, so his magical powers returned what an amazing fellow i wonder what happened to them all after that
Lesson 3: HOMEWORK: To punctuate paragraphs using full stops, capital letters, exclamation marks and question marks

(1) one day, a magical pixie called fairydust skipped happily through the enchanted forest she was wondering what sort of magic spells she could cast over her friends in the village of fairyville would it be a kind spell, or would it be a wicked spell stop if you cast too many spells, you may run out of them

(2) hamish the hedgehog scuttled under the enormous pile of leaves, which were at the foot of a horse chestnut tree in the woods what was that wow it was a conker, falling down from the branches above the pile of leaves where did that come from what a big conker hamish had never seen such a large conker before he ran back under the mound of leaves, then went to sleep

(3) meeaow what is the definition of a cat some dictionaries say that it is a feline mammal, usually having thick, soft fur but unable to roar many people have domestic cats - that is, cats they keep as pets at home do you have a cat what is it called my kitten is a ‘persian blue’ cat called kitty there are many larger members of the cat family, such as lions, tigers, jaguars and cheetahs roar have you ever seen one at a zoo or safari park